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The Environmental Services Department at CTL|Thompson has
been around since the 1980s. We founded the department in
response to the need for Phase I Environmental Site Assessments
due to new federal environmental laws.
Phase I ESAs led to soil/groundwater testing and cleanup over
time (Phase IIs and IIIs), and even today, Phase I evals remain “the
bread and butter” for this specialty group, according to
Environmental Manager Matt Wardlow.
Matt joined the company in 2004, when at least a third of our
environmental work was mold-related. Up until the early aughts,
crawl spaces and foundations containing wood components were
built above bare soil because “Denver has a dry climate.” Turns
out mold finds a way, and indoor air quality (IAQ), industrial
hygiene or mold issues — the terms overlap —became a big part
of our work.
Mold problems have diminished since then, Matt noted, because
homebuilders have reengineered their construction practices.
“There are still one-off-type projects today,” he said, “but the
problem is no longer systemic.”
Though IAQ calls may have decreased, the Environmental team
still solves a wide range of environmental problems, including
biological investigations, asbestos surveys, stormwater field
inspections and SPCC plans — and even monitored air quality for
Genghis Khan (more on that later).
The department has also built a reputation for successfully testing and mitigating brownfield
(polluted) sites, including performing research, testing, and forensics to trace contamination.
“We’ve got a lot of credibility in that world,” Matt said.
Most notable among those projects is the Regency Athletic Complex (now called the Assembly
Complex) at Metropolitan State University of Denver, which earned ACEC Colorado’s 2016 Grand
Conceptor Award and was recognized by the ACEC nationally.
Now a $23.6 million sports complex, the site had an industrial history. Our team found a whole host
of issues in the initial evaluations, including asbestos and chemical contaminants. Nearly every CTL
department put their heads together to come up with a solution, which Matt calls “maverick.”
The most rudimentary solution would have involved excavating and removing contaminated soils and
replacing them with imported fill materials. That would have worked but was expensive. Our team
came up with a more cost-effective way to get the job done — through deep dynamic compaction, a
ground-improvement technique almost unheard of in the Denver market.
At the time, Matt noted that the property was “just right for this solution — a Goldilocks property,”
and he was correct. Metro State got a state-of-the-art facility, and the community is cleaner and safer
thanks to its investment.
The Regency Athletic Complex was just one of several projects we managed on the Auraria Campus
in the last 10 years. We also mitigated environmental hazards for the Hotel and Hospitality Learning
Center, the Confluence Building, and the Student Success Building. These properties formerly housed
a gas station, a service and maintenance center for streetcars, a biscuit factory and homes for early
Denver settlers.
On a recent call, Matt recounted additional notable projects, including the redevelopment of the
former StorageTek campus in Louisville, originally for ConocoPhillips but now slated for a myriad of
uses. We delineated the asbestos in buildings and chemical compounds in the groundwater and
oversaw the deconstruction and dismantling of this industrial campus.
Speaking of abatement, you might not know that our Environmental Services department conducts
asbestos surveys on every property acquired by CDOT, including property acquired through eminent
domain for projects such as the massive I-70 expansion. The Environmental Services work is
independent of the I-70 work conducted by the geotechnical team.
While asbestos testing and Phase I ESAs have been a constant in the 30 or so years since we formed
the Environmental Department, Matt notes that our work is evolving to meet new demands. What Matt
calls “bugs and bunnies,” or biological due diligence, has been a growing service as development
sprawls and regulations tighten.
Also in greater demand is the need for groundwater and methane testing on former oil well sites,
particularly in Weld County.
New chemicals crop up as well, such as an emerging group of contaminants called PFAS, commonly
used in Teflon, firefighting and waterproofing. PFAS are considered “forever chemicals” as they do
not degrade easily and can seep into drinking water. While PFAS is still being studied, and there are
no strict limits yet, Matt noted that we will continue to be flexible.
“At CTL Thompson, we’ve got to be generalists,” he said. “We have to do a little bit of everything.”
Which leads to Matt’s favorite project in his 17-year history: the Phipps Special Exhibits Gallery at
the Denver Museum of Nature and Science. It was designed to host traveling exhibits, such as
“Genghis Khan,” which include sensitive artifacts. To fill that role, the gallery was built with special
vapor barriers and air handling units to control temperature and humidity levels inside the gallery.
A CTL team member was on-site almost full-time for months, overseeing the layering of insulation,
sequencing of vapor barriers and providing other inspections to ensure against air leaks.
“We stretched a little bit,” Matt said, acknowledging his pride in the environmental group’s ability to
meet the unusual challenge. “We wound up getting a project that isn’t normally in our wheelhouse, but
then again, the construction of a project like that isn’t normally in anyone’s wheelhouse.”
I share Matt’s pride in the environmental group’s achievements and in the common thread weaving
through all of our work: No problem is too complex for CTL to solve.

